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Abstrat. We study onditions for a onurrent onstrution of proof-
nets in the framework developed by Andreoli in reent papers. We dene
spei orretness riteria for that purpose. We rst study losed mod-
ules (i.e. validity of the exeution of a logi program), then extend the
riterion to open modules (i.e. validity during the exeution) distinguish-
ing riteria for ayliity and onnetability in order to allow inremental
veriation.
1 Introdution
In the last few years, Andreoli [2,3,4℄ investigated a new style of logi program-
ming aware of resoures and aiming at expressing non-determinism, onurreny
and (possibly) innite omputations. Logi programming failitates naturally
non-determinism. The other harateristis are out of sope when logi pro-
gramming is only used for proving goals (possibly by instantiating rst order
variables). Indeed, proof onstrution an be goal-direted (and the hypothesis
is given as a set of speial lauses) or hypothesis-direted (and the goal may be
empty). This latter ase an be redued to the rst one by ontraposing eah
impliation and onsidering negation of hypotheses as the goal: eah resolution
is then interpreted as a transformation of the environment. Computation ends
when the urrent environment is empty. As omputations build partial proofs,
there is no diulty to take are of (potentially) innite omputations.
It is now a well-known fat that linear logi, a resoure-onsious logi, may
be used as a programming language after Andreoli's works [1℄.
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In the paper just
ited, he took a standard approah and his presentation was sequential. More
reently, Andreoli takes are of onurreny by swithing to proof-nets as this
syntax aords a desequentialized presentation of proofs, hene a onurrent way
to ompute them at the expense of a orretness riterion that guarantees to
reover sequentialization, i.e. validity of proofs. In this paper, we searh for a
generalization of his results in order to have full expressivity. For that purpose,
we depart from his approah by adopting a graph point of view. Equivalent to
⋆
Partially supported by ACI NIM projet Géométrie du Calul (GEOCAL), Frane.
1
Full rst-order linear logi an be used as a programming language. However, we
restrit in this paper to propositional multipliative linear logi.
lauses in standard logi programming, modules, as graph elements, arise natu-
rally from proof nets. In a few words, assoiativity, ommutativity
2
and foal-
ization lead to polarize formulae, hene to stratify proofnets. Bipolar strutures
beome omputational strutures as omposition of suh strutures orresponds
to some kind of progression rule.
Andreoli set up this desequentialized framework for middleware infrastru-
tures. In suh appliations, software agents must satisfy requests or goals by
exeuting onurrently ations on a shared environment. Resoures model on-
rete objets, e.g. douments, or high-level elements, e.g. funtionalities. Ations
transform the environment by deleting resoures and reating sets of results ex-
lusive eah other. Andreoli foused on transitory proof-strutures, i.e. ations
always reate new resoures. Moreover, he imposes prerequisites of ations to
be satised in order to exeute them: the proof onstrution is exlusively done
bottom-up. As we shall see in setion 4, these two hypotheses greatly simplify
the problem of dening formally onditions under whih ations may be under-
taken. On the ontrary, we onstrain neither the struture of modules, nor the
appliation order. It is then possible to dene ations that kill resoures (e.g.
lose a branh in a plan, or withdraw a funtionality or a resoure) or to antii-
pate onsequenes of resoures still to be aquired. Furthermore, we depart from
Andreoli's approah for dening a orretness riterion. His method is based on
a omputation of domination forests in the spirit of Murawski and Ong's ap-
proah [7℄. We adopt here a ompletely dierent strategy. We dene redution
relations in order to get onstraints on exeution.
The following setion gives basi denitions. We formally present modules
from elementary ones, graphially and in terms of formulae. We speify in whih
sense a module is orret, i.e. the omputation is allowed. Setion 3 is devoted
to losed modules. A module is losed when omputation ends. Although losed
modules are an extreme speial ase of modules, the methodology we use intro-
dues naturally the way we onsider open modules. In a rst attempt, we re-
formulate the resolution rule as a rewriting rule on modules, the Danos-Regnier
riterion being used for haraterizing orret normal forms. The Danos-Regnier
riterion is based on graph properties of proof nets: orret proof strutures, i.e.
proof nets, are in some sense the onneted and ayli ones. We dedue a or-
retness riterion for losed modules as our rewriting rule is stable and inverse
stable wrt onnexity and ayliity. We dene next a modied version of the pre-
vious rewriting system that takes are of the parallel struture of modules. Open
modules, i.e. modules without onstraints, are studied in setion 4. We prove that
the Danos-Regnier riterion may be extended to open modules seeing that we
replae onnexity by onnetability. We give two rewriting systems as ayliity
and onnetability dier fundamentally. These two systems may be viewed as
variations over the one we give for losed modules. We end with a study on in-
rementality wrt omposition of modules. In terms of omputation, elementary
modules ompete to modify some urrent module (the environment). It is then
ruial to be able to dene rewriting systems that ommute with omposition.
2
and distributivity when dealing with the additive part of linear logi.
We show that we have to restrit previous rewriting systems for that purpose.
However, the rewriting systems have to be splitted into two parts: one ommutes
with omposition, the other is a post-treatment neessary to test orretness of
omposition.
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2 Basi denitions
Elementary bipolar modules are our basi bloks. They are interpreted as el-
ementary ations that an take plae during an exeution. In terms of graph,
applying an ation is represented as a wire, i.e. omposition, of the orrespond-
ing (elementary) module onto the urrent graph. In terms of sequent alulus,
this is a resolution step.
Denition 1 (EBM). An elementary bipolar module (EBM) M is given by
a nite set H(M) of propositional variables (alled hypotheses) hi and a non
empty nite set C(M) varying over k of nite sets of propositional variables
(alled onlusions) c
j
k. Variables are supposed pairwise distint.
4
The set of
propositional variables appearing in M is noted v(M). Equivalently, one an
dene it as an oriented graph with labelled pending links and one positive pole
under a nite set of negative poles. Its type t(M) and draw are given in the
following way:
t(M) = (
⊗
i hi)−◦(k(
⊗
jk
c
jk
k ))
 ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣c
j1
1
♣ ♣ ♣  ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣c
jK
K
♣ ♣ ♣
hi
The set of variables, or equivalently the set of pending links of a module M , is
alled the border b(M).
This speiation of modules omes from the fat that onnetives are natu-
rally split into two sets: e.g. ⊗ is said positive, while P is negative. Propositional
variables are delared positive, and their negation negative. Formulae alternate
positive and negative levels up to propositional variables. Moreover, it is possible
to atten proofnets to get bipolar strutures related by links on fresh variables
as in gure 1. If we notie that a variable and its negation annot be together
linked to negative nodes (it would ontradit the orretness riterion), we an
always suppose that, say, positive variables are linked to negative nodes. Finally,
it may be the ase that some bipolar struture (thus beginning with a positive
node at bottom) has no negative variable: add then the onstant 1, neutral for
⊗. Allowing abusively unary ⊗ and P onnetives, these (elementary) bipolar
strutures are the lauses of our programming language.
3
Complements and some tehnial proofs are available in the annex of the submission
and will be omitted in the nal version but remain in a preprint version.
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This restrition is taken for simpliity. The framework an be generalized if we on-
sider multisets (of hypotheses and onlusions) instead of sets, and add as required
a renaming mehanism: the results in this paper are still true.
⊗❦
♣ ♣ ♣❅  
P
❦
♣ ♣ ♣❅  
⊗❦
♣ ♣ ♣❅  
︷ ︸︸ ︷α
−→
⊗❦
♣ ♣ ♣❅  
P
❦
♣ ♣ ♣❅  
pα p
⊥
α
⊗❦❆
❆
❆
 
♣ ♣ ♣︷ ︸︸ ︷
α
Fig. 1. atten of proof-nets
We thus onveniently suppose that
k Fk =
⊗
k Fk = F1 when the domain
of k is of ardinal 1. Moreover, if the domain of i is empty, (
⊗
i hi)−◦C = 1−◦C
and if the domain of jk for some k is empty (
⊗
jk
c
jk
k ) = ⊥.
Example 1. The EBMs α and β of respetive types t(α) = a−◦(b⊗c) and t(β) =
b−◦(d P (e ⊗ f)) are drawn in the following way:
α:
 ❅
b 
a
and
β:
 ❅
e f
 ❅
d
b
Three kinds of EBMs are of speial interest: An EBM is initial (resp. nal) i
its set of hypotheses is empty (resp. its set of onlusions is empty). An EBM is
transitory i it is neither initial nor nal. Initial EBMs allow to delare available
resoures, though nal EBMs stop part of a omputation by withdrawing a whole
set of resoures. Transitory EBMs are alled denite lauses in standard logi
programming.
Roughly speaking, a (bipolar) module (BM) is a set of EBMs suh that a
label appears at most one as a onlusion and at most one as a hypothesis.
A label appears as a onlusion and as a hypothesis when two EBMs are linked
by this label. As we searh for orretness riteria wrt omposition of modules
(i.e. exeution of the program), we give below an indutive denition of bipolar
modules.
Denition 2 (BM). A bipolar module (BM) M is dened with hypotheses
H(M), onlusions C(M), and type t(M), indutively in the following way:
 An EBM is a BM.
 Let M be a BM, and N be an EBM, let I = C(M)∩H(N), their omposition
wrt the interfae I, M ◦I N is a BM with :
• the multiset of hypotheses H(M) ∪ (H(N)− I)
• the multiset of onlusions (C(M)− I) ∪ C(N)
• the type t(M)⊗ t(N)
• the variables v(M) ∪ v(N)
The informal explanation given before is more general than this denition
beause we dene BM inrementally. However, we abusively do not onsider these
dierenes in the following as properties will be proven in the general ase. The
interfae will be omitted when it is lear from the ontext. Note that the interfae
may be empty: it only means that two omputations are undertaken, urrently
without any shared resoures. A BM may not orrespond to a valid omputation:
e.g. we do not want to aept that some ation uses two resoures in disjuntive
situation! Corretness has obviously to be dened wrt the underlying Linear
Logi as we do below. Finally, note that when a BM is orret, it represents
the history of the omputation whereas its onlusion is the urrent available
environment.
α ◦{b} β
✟✟❍❍
b 
a
 ❅
e f
 ❅
d
α ◦ β ◦ γ ◦ δ
 ❅
j
 ❅
i
 ❅
g
h
 ❅
e f
 ❅
d
✘✘✘
✘
❳❳❳
❳
b 
a
β ◦ ǫ
 ❅
e f
 ❅
d
b
 ❅
k
Fig. 2. examples 2 and 3
Example 2. The omposition of the EBMs α and β is the BM α ◦{b} β drawn in
gure 2. Its type is t(α)⊗ t(β).
Denition 3 (Corretness (wrt sequentialization)). Let M be a BM, M
is orret i there exists a formula C built with the onnetives ⊗ and P, and
the variables C(M) suh that the sequent H(M), t(M) ⊢ C is provable in Linear
Logi.
Example 3. Let us give two more BMs δ and γ of respetive types (f ⊗ g)−◦j
and c−◦((g ⊗ h) P i).
 The following sequent is provable in LL: a, t(α◦β◦γ◦δ) ⊢ d P (e⊗j⊗h) P i.
The (orret) BM α ◦ β ◦ γ ◦ δ is drawn in the gure 2.
 Let ǫ be an EBM of type (d ⊗ e)−◦k, the BM β ◦ ǫ is not orret. Note the
trip through d and e in the gure 2.
As we shall fous rst on haraterizing orretness on losed modules, and
then generalize our results to open modules, we adjoin to the term orret the
kind of modules we speak of, e.g. -orret when the module is losed, o-orret
when it is open.
3 Closed modules
A losed module is a BM where the sets of hypotheses and onlusions are
empty. Corretness of losed modules may be tested either in sequent alulus
or by means of proofnets. We use this latest representation in this setion. Gi-
rard in his seminal paper [6℄ gave a parallel syntax for multipliative linear logi
as oriented graphs alled proof-nets. A orretness riterion enables one to dis-
tinguish sequentializable proof-strutures (say suh oriented graphs) from "bad"
strutures. The reader may nd in [5℄ the denitions of proof strutures and
swithings. One generalizes this denition to n-ary onnetives in the obvious
way (taking are of assoiativity and ommutativity of ⊗ and P) in plae of
standard binary ones. One modies in the same way the denitions of swith-
ing introduing generalized swithes. In partiular a n-ary P onnetive has n
swithed positions. One still an dene swithed proof-strutures and a riterion
generalizing Danos-Regnier orretness riterion: A losed module M is DR-
orret i for all generalized swithes s on M∗, s(M∗) is ayli and onneted,
whereM∗ is the proof struture assoiated to t(M)⊥.5 We immediately have the
following proposition as a orollary of the DR-riterion theorem:
Proposition 1 (-orretion). Let M be a losed module,
M is -orret i t(M) ⊢ is provable in Linear Logi,
i M is DR-orret.
Remember that the equivalent (binary) Danos orretness riterion may be
implemented by means of a ontration relation on proof strutures. However,
intermediate redued strutures may not be desribable in terms of (bipolar)
modules. Moreover suh a ontration relation does not take advantage of the
inremental denition of modules as a omposition of elementary bipolar mod-
ules. A rst idea onsists in representing the resolution step (impliit in EBMs
omposition) in terms of modules. We rst give below suh a (small step) redu-
tion rule that is stable wrt orretness with
∪
⊥
▽
as the orret normal form, where
∪
⊥
▽
denotes the terminal EBM (i.e. smallest nal and initial). We give then a se-
ond proposal that takes are of the foalization property. Though a resolution
step redues one variable, this seond formulation uses as a whole the struture
of a module thanks to foalization.
Let ❀Θ be the transitive losure of the following relation dened on literals
of a proof-struture Θ: let u and v be two literals of Θ, u ❀Θ v i u
⊥
and v
are in the same subtree with root ⊗ of the formula orresponding to Θ. We note
5
We abusively note s(M) in plae of s(M∗) in the following.
u❀ v when there is no ambiguity. In the following, we onsider proof-strutures
modulo neutrality of the onstant 1 and assoiativity of onnetive P.
Denition 4 (Small step redution rule). Let → be the redution relation
given by: if ∀v a literal of ψ, v 6❀ x⊥ then
1
❦
P
φ
❅
❆
❆
✁
✁ ψ
 
✁
✁
❆
❆
2
x⊥ x
3
−→
1
φ
2
❆
❆
✁
✁
ψ
3
❆
❆
✁
✁
❦1
Theorem 1 ((small steps) Corretness riterion). Let M be a losed BM,
M is orret i M∗ →⋆ 1.
Briey speaking, one an prove that the relation −→ and the inverse relation
are stable wrt DR-orretness by indution over the height of ψ. One may want
to get rid of the (global) ondition in favor of a loal ondition. This is possible
thanks to the struture of modules. Suppose M is a orret losed module, then
one may dene an equivalent proof-net by suiently adding fresh variables as
desribed in the introdution. It is easy to prove that the onstraint is satised
by x or x⊥ for eah variable x. However, the redution system being not strongly
onuent, a redution on a variable may lead to a proof struture on whih the
ondition is not always satised. There are two ases where this does not happen:
either all variables on a tensor have their negation on the same P, or the onverse
interhanging P and ⊗. The following (big step) redution relation ։ with two
rewrite rules uses this fat. Note that this system is onuent and terminates.
 ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣
♣ ♣ ♣  ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣︷ ︸︸ ︷
α
♣ ♣ ♣
β
♣ ♣ ♣
 ❅  ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣
♣ ♣ ♣  ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣︷ ︸︸ ︷
γ
♣ ♣ ♣
δ
−→
 ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣
♣ ♣ ♣  ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣︷ ︸︸ ︷
α
 ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣
♣ ♣ ♣  ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣︷ ︸︸ ︷
γ
♣ ♣ ♣
β
♣ ♣ ♣
δ
 ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣α
♣ ♣ ♣
✟✟❍❍
♣ ♣ ♣β
 ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣
♣ ♣ ♣  ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣︷ ︸︸ ︷
γ
♣ ♣ ♣
δ
−→
✟✟❍❍
♣ ♣ ♣α ♣ ♣ ♣β
 ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣
♣ ♣ ♣  ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣︷ ︸︸ ︷
γ
♣ ♣ ♣
δ
Proposition 2 (Stability). Let M and N be two losed modules and M ։ N ,
M is -orret i N is -orret.
Proof. One an dene a funtion from left swithed module onto right swithed
module stable wrt ayliity, onnexity, and the inverse properties. ⊓⊔
Theorem 2. A losed module M is -orret i M → ∗
∪
⊥
▽
.
Proof. As the redution rules are stable wrt orretness, it remains to prove
that a orret non-terminal losed module M an always be redued. We dene
a partial relation on negative poles: a negative pole is smaller than another one
if there exists a positive pole st the rst negative pole is linked to the bottom of
the positive pole and the seond negative pole is linked to the top of the positive
pole. We onsider the transitive losure of this relation.
If maximal negative poles do not exist then there exists at least one yle
in the module alternating positive and negative poles. We an then dene a
swithing funtion on the module (hoosing the orret links for negative poles)
st the swithed module has a yle. Hene ontradition.
So let us onsider one of the maximal negative pole, and the orresponding
positive pole. We remark that suh a negative pole has no outoming links (the
module is losed and the negative pole is maximal). If the positive pole has other
negative poles, we an omit the maximal negative pole by neutrality. Otherwise,
let us study the inoming negative poles.
If there is no suh inoming link, then M is the terminal module. If eah
inoming negative pole has at least one link going to another positive pole, then
one an dene a swithing funtion using for eah of these negative poles one
of the link that does not go to the positive pole we onsidered rst. Hene the
swithed module is not onneted (there are no outgoing links). Hene ontra-
dition. So there exists at least one inoming negative pole with the whole set of
links assoiated to the positive pole: the rst rule applies and we are nished.⊓⊔
4 Open modules
4.1 O-orretion
We fous in this setion on open modules. An open module is a possibly non
losed BM. The bigstep redution relation presented in the previous setion is
not suient to haraterize again orretion of open module. Let U be the rst
module of the next example. One annot apply on U a bigstep redution on the
negative pole with variable a as this pole remains in the normal form though U
seems orret. The -orretness theorem 2 is no more valid for open modules.
Corretness of open modules is dened wrt orretness of losed extensions. A
losureM of an open moduleM is a losed module suh thatM is a submodule of
M . As a BM is a graph with pending edges, one denes submodules and indued
modules as expeted. We use the notation M˜ for the module M without M but
with border b(M). In the following example U is a losure of U st U˜ is the right
module. The omposition of U with a set of only initial/nal EBMs is a losure
too.
U :
✏✏
✏
PP
P

 ❅
a
b
 ❅
U :
✏✏
✏
PP
P
 ❅
 ❅
 ❅  ❅
 ❅
U˜ :

 ❅
b
 ❅
 ❅
a
An open module M is o-orret i there exists a -orret losure of M .
The open module U of the example is o-orret beause the given losure is
-orret. Note that there is no other -orret losure. Hene it is not possible
in general to split the problem of nding a losure into nding a ompletion by
initial modules and nal modules. In the previous setion, we dened a rewriting
system able to test the orretness of a losed module. As this system is stable
wrt onnexity and ayliity, it is invariant wrt the Danos-Regnier riterion.
In order to take are of open modules, we extend onnexity to onnetability
(ayliity is treated easily) and prove that onnetability and ayliity are
neessary and suient for o-orretness. However, we are not able to dene a
single rewriting system that ommutes with omposition. An open module M
is ayli if for all generalized swithes s on M , s(M) is ayli. Note that a
submodule of an ayli module is obviously ayli.
An open module M is onnetable i there exists a onneted losure M st
M˜ is ayli. As a onneted losed module is already onnetable (just take
itself as losure), the onnetability is an extension of the onnexity property.
We give an equivalent denition: an open module M is onnetable i the losed
module M ◦ F is onneted where F is a full onnetor EBM for M , i.e. F has
as hypotheses the set of onlusions of M , is nal if M has no hypothesis or has
a negative pole with one onlusion for eah of its hypotheses. In fat if there
exists a onneted losure M then M ◦ M˜ is onneted. So a fortiori, M ◦ F is
onneted. The onverse omes from the denition.
Theorem 3 (o-orretion). An open module M is o-orret i M is ayli
and onnetable.
Proof. By denition o-orretion implies ayliity and onnetability.
If M is ayli and there exists a onneted losure M st M˜ is ayli then
by indution on the number of yles of M , one an onstrut an ayli and
onneted losure of M .
If there is a yle σ in M then by hypothesis σ∩ b(M) 6= ∅. Suppose there exists
a hypothesis of M h ∈ σ ∩ b(M), one denes N to be M˜ where we substitute a
fresh label h′ to h. Let N ′ be the omposition of the initial EBM of border {h},
the nal EBM of border {h′} and N . M ◦N ′ has one yle less than M and is
a onneted losure.
Otherwise the elements of σ ∩ b(M) are onlusions of M . Let c be suh a
onlusion. We onsider the following ases:
- if c in σ ∩ b(M) is the only onlusion of a negative pole n, then one an do
the same thing as in the previous ase.
- else let d be a onlusion in σ ∩ b(M) distint from c of n. One renames c
(resp. d) in M˜ in c′ (resp. d′) to get N . One denes also an EBM D with
one onlusion d′ and two hypotheses c and d, and an initial EBM E with
onlusion c′. Then X = M ◦ D ◦ E ◦ N is a onneted losure of M and
D ◦E ◦N is ayli. Hene X is a onneted losure of M ◦D and E ◦N is
ayli. We suppressed the yle σ. However, it may be the ase that there
were a yle through d and D doubles it ! For that purpose, we transformM
to get rid of this extra yle. Let M ′ be M where we identify the two edges
labelled c and d in one labelled d′. Then M ′ ◦E ◦N is a onneted losure of
M ′ and E ◦N is ayli. Moreover the number of yles in M ′ ◦E ◦N is one
less than in M . Thus there exists N ′ ayli suh that M ′ ◦N ′ is -orret.
Hene M ◦D ◦N ′ is -orret. ⊓⊔
4.2 Ayliity and Connetability Criteria
Ayliity. An open module M restrited to the subset I of b(M) is the sub-
graph ofM where we omit pending edges not in I. We denote itM⇂I . Unformally
an open module M restrited to I is a submodule of border I. The restrition of
an open module to the empty set is a losed module. Restrition gives naturally
an equivalent denition of ayliity for open modules: an open module M is
ayli i the losed module M⇂∅ is ayli. Hene the proposition given in the
previous setion applies:
Proposition 3 (ayliity). An open module M is ayli if M⇂∅→
∗
∪
⊥
▽
.
Proof. M ⇂∅ is a losed module and M ⇂∅→
∗
∪
⊥
▽
then by (inverse) stability of
ayliity M⇂∅ is ayli. M is then ayli. ⊓⊔
Note that the onverse is not true, otherwise ayli losed modules would
be orret! A way to haraterize ayliity by means of a redution relation is
to enlarge the redution → (quotienting the set of normal forms). Splitting the
negative poles sues to ontinue redution until we get a non-empty set of
∪
⊥
▽
:
losing modules may link disjoint onneted omponents. It is then obvious to
dedue a neessary and suient ondition for ayliity.
Andreoli onsidered in [4℄ only transitory proof-strutures. A transitory proof-
struture is equivalent to a BM without hypothesis
6
suh that negative poles have
6
In fat, there may be hypotheses in built modules but these are unused.
always onlusions and obtained by a bottom-up omposition of EBMs. As neg-
ative poles have pending edges, there is always a way to onnet it to other parts
of the module: if a transitory module M is ayli then M is onnetable. Hene
a transitory module M is o-orret i M is ayli. The redution relation we
give to test ayliity an be onsidered as an alternative to Andreoli's method.
Connetability : a ontration relation. The proof of the orretness of
the big step redution relation for losed modules gives the keys for nding a
onnetability property that relies on the struture of an open module (and not
on the modules andidate to lose it !). Proof of theorem 2 is based on reduing
rst maximal negative poles. In the ase of open modules, maximal elements may
have pending edges that should be onneted in the losure. But we notie that
we keep onnetability if we replae the whole set of pending edges for suh an
element by just one pending edge. With this in mind, we onsider the following
(non oriented) ontration relation on (ontrated) modules:
(1)
 ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣
♣ ♣ ♣  ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣
♣ ♣ ♣
−→
✁❆♣ ♣
t
 ❅
♣ ♣ ♣
♣ ♣ ♣  ❅
♣ ♣ ♣
(2)
✁❆♣ ♣
t
❆✁
♣ ♣
t
−→
✁❆♣ ♣
t❆✁
♣ ♣
(3)
 ❅
♣ ♣ ♣
t❆✁
♣ ♣
−→ t❆✁
♣ ♣
(4)
✏✏
✏
PP
P
♣ ♣ ♣α
ti∈I
✂✂ ❇❇
❆✁
♣ ♣
♣ ♣
αi
♣♣♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ −→
∪
i∈I
αi ∪ α
t❆✁
♣ ♣
Rule (4) is restrited to ases where the negative pole is suh that for all
i ∈ I, αi ∩ b(M) 6= ∅ and α ⊆ b(M) where b(M) is the set of pending edges
of M , i.e. the border set. The sets I and α may be empty. We denote by →1c
one rewriting step and by →c the reexive and transitive losure of →1c . We all
ontrated node a blak node. Note that rule (4) is simply the rewriting of a
negative pole in a ontrated node if the ondition is satised. Thus ayliity
is not preserved but onnetability is.
Proposition 4. The relation →c is strongly onuent and terminates.
Proof. The rst rule ats just as a mark. We an forget it: it is just for onve-
niene. Eah rule applies loally and stritly dereases the number of negative
poles and ontrated nodes. The rules are disjoint exept for a pair of negative
poles linked by the same ontrated node i0 for whih rule (4) an be applied
(it is a trivial ase), and exept for a left member of rule (3) st rule (4) applies
too: in this ase results are idential. ⊓⊔
We extend the notions of swithing to modules with ontrated nodes: on-
trated nodes are treated as positive poles. Ayliity, onnexity, losure and
onnetability are extended in the same way. As in setion devoted to losed
modules, our strategy onsists in haraterizing amongst normal forms of this
relation the orret ones, and prove stability of, say, onnetability. Let M be
an open module and f the orresponding normal form. By denition if f does
not ontain a negative pole then f is a set of ontrated nodes {nj}j∈J st all
pending egdes are in b(M). We use the notation  for a set of ontrated nodes
{nj}j∈J st for all j ∈ J nj has at least one edge in the border b(M) exept if
| J |= 1. If f ontains a negative pole N then, f being a normal form of relation
→c, rule (4) does not apply on N . Hene the set I as dened by rule (4) is st
there exists i0 ∈ I, αi0 ∩ b(M) = ∅. Moreover this ontrated node i0 is linked to
hypotheses of negative poles {hl}l∈L and to onlusions of only negative poles
{ck}k∈K st eah of them has other onlusions βk 6= ∅ not linked to i0 (otherwise
rule (2) applies for suh nodes):
✏✏
✏
PP
P
♣♣
♣ ♣ ♣α ♣ ♣
t
♣♣♣ ♣ ♣ ♣
i0
♣ ♣ ♣♣♣♣
✏✏
✏
PP
P
♣♣
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣βk
♣♣♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣
N
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ck ∈ C
︷︸︸︷hl ∈ H
If we suppose the negative pole N is a maximal one (i.e. H = ∅), there is a
swithing (on α or on some i 6= i0 and on one of eah βk) st f (as losures of f)
is not onneted. Thus f is not onnetable.
Example 4. The following subforms imply not onnetability:
♣♣
 ❅
a
 ❅
−→c
♣♣
 ❅
a
t
♣♣
 ❅
a
 ❅
♣♣
 ❅
b
−→c
♣♣
 ❅
a
t
♣♣
 ❅
b
Proposition 5 (stability). Connetability is stable wrt (resp. inverse) ontra-
tion rules.
Proof. The three rst rules satisfy obviously stability and inverse stability. Let
M be an open module st M →1c M
′
by the ontration rule (4) and there
exists M onneted and M˜ ayli. Obviously M ′ ◦ M˜ is onneted. Conerning
inverse stability, let M be an open module st M →1c M
′
by the ontration rule
(4) and let F be a full onnetor EBM for M ′. Note that b(M ′) = b(M). The
onnetability of M ′ implies that M ′ ◦ F is onneted. Wrt rule (4), beause
for all i ∈ I, αi ∩ b(M) 6= ∅ and α ⊆ b(M), for every swithes s, s(M ◦ F ) is
onneted too. ⊓⊔
By stability and inverse stability of onnetability we have:
Theorem 4. Let M be an open module, M is onnetable i M →c . Hene
an open module M is o-orret i M is ayli and M →c .
5 Composition of modules
In the sequel we disuss an inremental riterion to test the omposition of an
open module with an EBM. Let M be an o-orret open module and E an
EBM st b(M) ∩ b(E) 6= ∅ (otherwise the test is easy). As seen above, ayliity
and onnetability, hene o-orretness, of M may be deided by omputing
normal forms. Our aim is to deide the o-orretion of the omposition M ◦ E
'inrementally' i.e. not diretly but o-orretness of M being given. From the
previous setion we have:
M is o-orret i M⇂∅→
∗
∪
⊥
▽
and M →c 
Beause of the restrition of M to the empty border, the ayliity ondition
given above does not ommute with omposition. It is the same for onnetabil-
ity: even if there is preservation of the border with →c, a hoie is made for the
ompletion of M whih may be dierent from the way omposition with E is
done. For example we have:
♣♣
 ❅
a b
−→c
♣♣
t❆
a
✁
b
and
 ❅
♣♣
t❆
a
−→c
♣♣
t
a
but
♣♣
 ❅
a
 ❅
−→c
♣♣
 ❅
a
t
In the sequel we show that if we release the restrition operation we an
inrementally manage ayliity. The relax of the (impliit) ompletion in the
rewriting rules dealing with onnetability gives also an inremental (but not so
onvenient) riterion for onnetability.
5.1 Inremental ayliity
Note that the restrition to empty set is stable wrt the redution → i.e. if M is
an open module st M → 1 N then M⇂∅→
1 N⇂∅. Hene an inremental test for
ayliity follows:
Proposition 6. Let M be an open module st M → ∗ f and E an EBM. M ◦E
is ayli if (f ◦ E)⇂∅→
∗
∪
⊥
▽
.
Proof. If M → ∗ f then (M ◦ E) → ∗ (f ◦ E). Following previous remark, (M ◦
E)⇂∅→
∗ (f ◦ E)⇂∅. Thus if (f ◦ E)⇂∅→
∗
∪
⊥
▽
then (M ◦ E)⇂∅→
∗
∪
⊥
▽
. ⊓⊔
5.2 Contration relation (without ompletion)
We onsider the rewriting system given to test onnetability where rule (4) is
restrited to the following degenerated ase (α = I = ∅ and appliation of rule
(2)):
✁❆♣ ♣
t
 ❅ −→
✁❆♣ ♣
t
We denote by →1w one rewriting step and by →w the reexive and transi-
tive losure of →1w. As it is a subsystem of the previous one, the relation →w
terminates and is still strongly onuent (there is only trivial independant pairs).
We study the normal forms. By denition an open module ontrats in a
normal form omposed with only ontrated nodes or ontrated modules where
eah negative pole N is of the following form:
✏✏
✏
PP
P
♣♣
♣ ♣ ♣α ♣ ♣
t
♣♣♣ ♣ ♣ ♣
❆✁
♣ ♣αi
i ∈ I ♣ ♣ ♣♣♣♣
✏✏
✏
PP
P
♣♣
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣βi
♣♣♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ❅
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣
︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ci ∈ Ci
︷︸︸︷hi ∈ Hi - I is a (possibly empty) set of on-
trated nodes,
- eah i ∈ I is linked to a set Ci of
other negative poles by onlusions
and to a set Hi of other negative
poles by hypothesis (the sets Ci and
Hi may be empty). Moreover for all
ci ∈ Ci βi 6= ∅,
- α and αi are (possibly empty) sub-
sets of b(M) for all i ∈ I.
We fous on the two possible forms of negative pole:
- there exists i0 ∈ I st αi0 = Hi0 = ∅. We denote suh forms by not.
- for all i ∈ I, αi 6= ∅ or Hi 6= ∅. These negative poles may be onsidered in
the previous system →c.
If a normal form has no negative poles then it is a set of ontrated nodes.
We add to the not forms the ase where there is at least one ontrated node
without pending edges and other nodes.
In order to ompare these normal forms with the normal forms of→c observe
that: (i) by denition of normal forms, if I = ∅ then α 6= ∅, and if I 6= ∅ then
| I |> 2 or α 6= ∅, (ii) for all i ∈ I for all ci ∈ Ci we have βi 6= ∅. It follows that if
a normal form g wrt →w of an open module M ontains a not subform then
there is a generalized swith st g is not onneted. The stability of onnexity wrt
→w being given,M is not onneted (neither its losures), thus not onnetable.
Remark that the not forms are already in the previous system: they are
normal forms whih are not the  forms! In fat the not subforms are invari-
ant wrt the previous system →c. Moreover as inverse stability of onnetability
is easily proven, we have:
Theorem 5. Let M be an open module, M is onnetable i M →w g st
not 6∈ g.
Proof. Let M be st M →w g. If not ∈ g then g is not onneted (neither
its losures) and by stability of onnexity M is not onnetable. Conversely, if
not 6∈ g then g →c  by invariane of not wrt →c. By theorem 4, g is
onnetable. The result is obtained by inverse stability of onnetability wrt→w.
⊓⊔
Hene, an open module M is o-orret i M is ayli and M →w g st
not 6∈ g. By onuene property and theorem 5 we have an inremental test:
LetM be a onnetable open module stM →w g and E an EBM st b(M)∩b(E) 6=
∅. We have:
M ◦ E is onnetable i f ◦ E →w g st not 6∈ g.
5.3 A test for omposition
Testing the omposition of an EBM E on a orret moduleM may be done in the
following way. We assoiate to suh a module M a pair (f, g) suh that M → ∗ f
andM →w g. We ompute the pair (f ′, g′) assoiated toM ◦E: f ◦E → ∗ f ′ and
g ◦ E →w g′. Then E may be plugged onto M , i.e. the omposition is orret,
i f ′⇂∅→
∗
∪
⊥
▽
and not 6∈ g′. This test may be implemented in suh a way that
pre-omputations are done in M in order to optimize the test. Moreover this
pre-omputation allows for a onurrent treatment for testing omposition by
only loking a redued part of the module M .
6 Conlusion
Conurrent onstrution of proof-nets allows for a new approah in designing
onurrent logi programming languages. In the framework developed by An-
dreoli in reent papers, we rst presented a riterion for testing the orretness
of losed modules (i.e. validity of the exeution of a logi program), then we
extended the riterion to open modules after proving that orretness of open
modules redues to testing ayliity and onnetability. Furthermore, riteria
for ayliity and onnetability lead naturally to inremental veriation.
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7 Annex
7.1 Proofnets
Girard in his seminal paper [6℄ gave a parallel syntax for multipliative linear
logi as oriented graphs alled proof-nets. A orretness riterion enables one
to distinguish sequentializable proof-strutures (say suh oriented graphs) from
"bad" strutures.
Denition 5 (Proof struture). A proof struture is a graph whose verties
are labelled with formulae and built from the following links (i.e. graphs):
 Axiom-link (two onlusions, no premise)
✞ ☎
A⊥ A
 Cut-link (two premises, no onlusion)
✝ ✆A
⊥ A
 ⊗-link (two premises, one onlusion) ❆
❆
✁
✁
A⊗B
A B
 P-link (two premises, one onlusion) ❆
❆
✁
✁
A P B
A B
 1-link (no premise, one onlusion) 1
and every ourrene of a formula is a premise of at most one link and is a
onlusion of exatly one link.
For every link l, a set S(l) of graphs alled Swithing positions is given.
S(l) = {l} exept when l is a P-link. S(P-link) is dened by the two following
swithes:
PL:
❆
❆
A P B
A B
PR:
✁
✁
A P B
A B
A swithing s of a proof-struture Θ is a funtion whih assoiates a swithing
position s(l) ∈ S(l) to every link l of Θ. The swithed proof-struture s(Θ) is
the graph with verties the formulae labelling Θ, and edges the ones given by the
swithing funtion s.
A Danos-Regnier proof-net is a proof-struture st eah swithed proof-struture
is a tree, i.e. a onneted and ayli graph.
We reall:
Theorem 6. A proof struture Θ is a Danos-Regnier proof net with onlusions
Γ i there exists a proof π of the sequent ⊢ Γ in multipliative linear logi.
Furthermore, one may dene a orrespondene between proofs and proof-nets.
7.2 Sequent alulus style / Redution by small steps
Let ❀C be the transitive losure of the following relation dened on literals of
a formula C: let u and v be two literals of C, u ❀C v i ∃G,H st C is of the
form C[G[u⊥] P H [v]]. We note u❀ v when there is no ambiguity.
Denition 6 (Small step redution rule). Let → be the redution relation
given by:
C[φ[x] ⊗ ψ[x⊥]] → C[φ[ψ[⊥]]]
if ∀v ∈ fv(ψ[.]), v 6❀C x.
Theorem 7 (Stability). Let x and x⊥ appear only one in C, if C[φ[x] ⊗
ψ[x⊥]] ⊢ is provable and the redution rule applies, then C[φ[ψ[⊥]]] ⊢ is provable.
Proof. The proof onsists in ve main steps. In a rst part we sketh the steps
and give lues for the simplest ones. In a seond part, we detail the more omplex
seond step.
 The ve steps:
1. a proof π of C[φ[x] ⊗ ψ[x⊥]] ⊢ exists then π is of the form:
.
.
.
.
S, φ[x], ψ[x⊥] ⊢
.
.
.
.
(1)
C[φ[x] ⊗ ψ[x⊥]] ⊢
where π′ is the subproof of π with onlusion S, φ[x], ψ[x⊥] ⊢, where S
is a multiset of formulae. The proof is done by reurrene (note that the
language is only multipliative).
2. a proof π′ of S, φ[x], ψ[x⊥] ⊢ exists then there exists π′′, proof of S, φ[x], ψ[x⊥] ⊢
of the form:
.
.
.
.
T , x, ψ[x⊥] ⊢
.
.
.
.
(2)
S, φ[x], ψ[x⊥] ⊢
we delay the proof of this step below.
3. a proof ρ of T , x, ψ[x⊥] ⊢ exists then a proof ν of T , ψ[⊥] ⊢ exists: the
variable x appears only one in the proof ρ, then this proof is of the form
(the language is only multipliative):
· · · x, x⊥ ⊢
.
.
.
.
T , x, ψ[x⊥] ⊢
Hene, by reurrene one may build a proof ν of the form:
· · · ⊥ ⊢
.
.
.
.
T , ψ[⊥] ⊢
4. a proof ν of T , ψ[⊥] ⊢ exists, then a proof of S, φ[ψ[⊥]] ⊢ exists: one
ompletes the proof ν with the inferene steps used in (2) (this may be
proved by reurrene on the number of inferene steps).
5. a proof of S, φ[ψ[⊥]] ⊢ exists then a proof of C[φ[ψ[⊥]]] ⊢ exists: as the
step before, inferene steps in (1) may now be applied to get the result.
 proof of the seond step: briey speaking, we transform the proof π′ by
ommuting rules with subformulae of ψ[] or S as prinipal formula with rules
with φ[] as prinipal formula in order to deompose φ[] before ψ[] (reading
the proof bottom-up). The onstraint makes it possible. The demonstration
is done by indution on the height of the proof and in three steps:
1. We mark formulae in the proof π′ in the following way:
• we mark A¯ eah formula A that is a subformula of a formula on-
taining a literal w st w ∈ ψ[] or ∃v ∈ ψ[], v ❀ w.
• we mark A˜ eah formula A that is a subformula of a formula ontain-
ing a literal w st w ∈ φ[] or w❀ x. Note that ψ[] annot be marked
with .˜ beause of the onstraint. Suppose that a formula A has two
marks then it must be of the form A¯1 ⊗ A˜2 and A1 and A2 have no
other marks beause of the onstraint. Beause ⊗L is asynhronous
we an deompose rst suh a formula (that is dierent from ψ[] as
we noted above). Hene we onsider for the following that a formula
is not marked simultaneously .˜ and .¯.
• we mark A˙ a formula unmarked by the two previous rules.
2. We prove now a one step inversion property (remember we "read" the
proof bottom-up):
• if π′ ontains a rule on a formula marked .¯ followed by a rule ⊗L
on a formula marked .˜ or .˙, one may ommute the two inferenes:
⊗L is asynhronous and the marks being dierent, the formulae are
distint.
• if π′ ontains a rule PL on a formula marked .¯ followed by a rule PL
on a formula marked .˜ or .˙, one may ommute the two inferenes: use
either the assoiativity of PL if the inferenes are done on the same
formula or the fat that ontexts are splitted independently.
• if π′ ontains a rule ⊗L on a formula marked .¯ followed by a rule PL
on a formula marked .˜, one may ommute the two inferenes: there
are really two ases,
a¯, B¯1, α˜, C˜1, D˙1 ⊢ b¯, B¯2, β˜, C˜2, D˙2 ⊢
a¯, b¯, B¯1, B¯2, α˜ P β, C˜1, C˜2, D˙1, D˙2 ⊢
P
a⊗ b, B¯1, B¯2, α˜ P β, C˜1, C˜2, D˙1, D˙2 ⊢
⊗L
or
B¯1, α˜, C˜1, D˙1 ⊢ a¯, b¯, B¯2, β˜, C˜2, D˙2 ⊢
a¯, b¯, B¯1, B¯2, α˜ P β, C˜1, C˜2, D˙1, D˙2 ⊢
P
a⊗ b, B¯1, B¯2, α˜ P β, C˜1, C˜2, D˙1, D˙2 ⊢
⊗L
But one of two premises does not ontain formulae marked .¯ (the
one without x and x⊥), hene the rst one is not allowed. Then the
ommutation property follows.
• other ases are treated easily.
3. we end with a lassial indution on the height of the proof to show
that deomposition of .˜-formulae may be done before deomposition of
.¯-formulae. ⊓⊔
Theorem 8 (Inverse Stability). If C[φ[ψ[⊥]]] ⊢ is provable, then C[φ[x] ⊗
ψ[x⊥]] ⊢ is provable.
Proof. If C[φ[ψ[⊥]]] ⊢ is provable then there exists a proof of the following form
(where S and T are multisets of formulae):
⊥ ⊢
.
.
.
.
T , ψ[⊥]] ⊢
.
.
.
.
S, φ[ψ[⊥]] ⊢
.
.
.
.
C[φ[ψ[⊥]]] ⊢
As x, x⊥ ⊢ is provable, one may prove by indution on the height of the proof
(applying the previous inferene steps) that there exists a proof of the following
form:
x, x⊥ ⊢
.
.
.
.
T , ψ[x⊥], x ⊢
.
.
.
.
S, ψ[x⊥], φ[x] ⊢
S, ψ[x⊥]⊗ φ[x] ⊢
.
.
.
.
C[φ[x] ⊗ ψ[x⊥]] ⊢
⊓⊔
Theorem 9 ((small steps) Corretness riterion). Let M be a losed mod-
ule, M is -orret i t(M) →∗ ⊥, where →∗ is the transitive losure of →,
quotiented by the neutrality of ⊥ wrt P.
Proof. The proof relies on stability and inverse stability. Let M be a losed
module.
 ⊥ is the type of a -orret module, hene by inverse stability, if t(M) redues
to ⊥, M is -orret.
 Suppose M is -orret. The proof is done by indution on the number of
variables appearing in M .
• If t(M) does not ontain variables, t(M) is of the form ⊥,⊥ P F or⊥⊗F
where F is built with ⊥,P and ⊗. The last ase is not provable hene
ontraditing the fat that M is -orret. The seond ase is equivalent
to F (neutrality of ⊥ wrt F ). We onlude by indution on the number
of symbols appearing in t(M).
• If t(M) ontains variables. Remember that t(M) is of the form
⊗
(
i h
⊥
i P
k
⊗
jk
c
jk
k ). As t(M) ⊢ is provable, there exists a polarized proof where
eah step is a omplete deomposition of a formula orresponding to
an elementary module (one of the elements of the tensor). Let us now
onsider one of the last (when we read the proof bottom-up) polarized
deomposition, it has the following form:
. . . xl, x
⊥
l ⊢ . . .
. . . , xl, . . . ,
l x
⊥
l ⊢
Remark that the remainder of the proof does not ontain with
l x
⊥
l
as one premise an appliation of (i) a ⊗ exept for the last step beause
M is a omposition of elementary modules, (ii) a P beause the proof
is polarized. If t(M) ⊢ is obtained by appliation of a tensor rule, then
the redution rule applies onsidering whatever literal xl. Otherwise, the
previous proof follows with a polarized step ⊗ then P:
. . . xl, x
⊥
l ⊢ . . .
. . . , xl, . . . ,
l x
⊥
l ⊢
. . . , y P
⊗
j x
j
l , . . . ,j x
j⊥
l Pj′ x
j′⊥
l , · · · ⊢
{j} ∪ {j′} = {l}
.
.
.
.
t(M) ⊢
Then t(M) is of the form C[ψ[
⊗
j x
j
l ]⊗ (j x
j⊥
l Pj′ x
j′⊥
l )] for eah l.
The redution riterion is satised for eah x
j
l hene the redution rule
applies. Finally, we note that the formula we get after redution (and
possibly using the neutrality of ⊥ wrt P) is the type of the omposition
of elementary modules. ⊓⊔
7.3 (standard) Proof-net style / Small steps
The orretness of (losed) modules may be tested by means of a ontration
riterion. In this subsetion, we onsider that modules are represented as proof
strutures and we use extensively the Danos-Regnier riterion to test that a
proof-struture is orret. Let ❀Θ be the transitive losure of the following re-
lation dened on literals of a proof-struture Θ: let u and v be two literals of Θ,
u ❀Θ v i u
⊥
and v are in the same subtree with root ⊗ of the formula orre-
sponding to Θ. We note u❀ v when there is no ambiguity. In the following, we
onsider proof-strutures modulo neutrality of the onstant 1 and assoiativity
of onnetive P.
Denition 7 (Small step redution rule). Let → be the redution relation
given by:
✂
✂
✂❇
❇
❇
❅
❅
✂
✂
✂❇
❇
❇
 
 
2 3
P
x⊥ x
φ ψ
1
−→
✂
✂
✂❇
❇
❇
✂
✂
✂❇
❇
❇
❦
1
2
φ
1
ψ
3
when ∀v a literal of ψ, v 6❀ x⊥
Theorem 10 (Stability). Let Θ be a proof-struture, if Θ is DR-orret and
Θ → Θ′ then Θ′ is DR-orret.
Proof. Let Θ be a proof-net satisfying the riterion of the theorem, let x be
the variable involved in the redution rule and φ and ψ as given by the rule.
We have to prove ayliity and onnexity of Θ′. We prove onnexity of Θ′ by
ontradition. Suppose there exists a swithing funtion s′() for Θ′ and u in
φ and v in ψ are not onneted. We onsider the swithing funtion s() in Θ
extending s′() with a link for the onnetive P (use PL). As Θ is DR-orret,
u and v are linked in s(Θ). x must be in the path, otherwise the path remains
in s′(Θ′) and u and v are linked. So there is a path u . . . x⊥x . . . v, hene there
is a path in s′(Θ′) from u to point 2 (the previous path annot go twie by x
otherwise there is a yle). Finally, beause we hoose the link PL, in s(Θ) either
the path from v to the root of ψ rψ does not pass through x and there is a path
in s′(Θ′) from the point 2 to v (and u and v are linked), or there exists w in
ψ and a path rψ . . . ww
⊥...u . . . x⊥. In this latter ase, w ❀ x⊥ and there is a
ontradition.
The demonstration of ayliity is done by indution on the height of ψ. We
rst prove ommutation properties:
 suppose the prinipal onnetive of φ is a P, then Θ is of the left form
below. P being assoiative, Θ is orret i the right proof-struture Π below
is orret.
Θ:
P
❍ ✟
❇
❇❇
✂
✂✂
❇
❇❇
✂
✂✂
✂
✂
✂
✂
❇
❇
❇
❇
❅
❅
 
 
2 3
P
x⊥ x
φ ψ
1
Π :
P
❈
❈
❈❈ ❇
❇
❇
❇❇
✂
✂✂
❇
❇❇
✂
✂✂
✂
✂
✂
✂
❇
❇
❇
❇
✏✏
✏✏
2 3
P
x⊥ x
φ ψ
1
 suppose the prinipal onnetive of φ is a ⊗, then Θ is of the left following
form. We prove the ommutation (i.e. ayliity of the right proof-struture
Π) by ontradition.
Θ:
α β γ
⊗
❍ ✟
❇
❇❇
✂
✂✂
❇
❇❇
✂
✂✂
✂
✂
✂
✂
❇
❇
❇
❇
❅
❅
 
 
2 3
P
x⊥ x
φ ψ
1
Π :
α β γ
⊗
❈
❈
❈❈ ❇
❇
❇
❇❇
✂
✂✂
❇
❇❇
✂
✂✂
✂
✂
✂
✂
❇
❇
❇
❇
✏✏
✏✏
2 3
P
x⊥ x
φ ψ
1
Let us suppose that there exists a yle in Π in one of the swithed proof-
strutures, say s(Π). Remark that the swithed proof-strutures issued from
the sub-strutures α, β and γ of Π are ayli as this is true by hypothesis.
We prove the result by studying ases wrt the swith hosen for P:
• if there is a yle, this one goes through at least one of the two nodes
labelled ⊗ and P. Otherwise, this yle is also a yle in Θ.
• suppose s(P) =PR:
∗ if there exists a yle π going through the node labelled P but not
through β, then ∃v literal of γ and w literal of α st π is of the
form w . . . rα⊗ P rγ . . . v . . . w. Hene, there exist swithed proof-
strutures for Θ with path rγ . . . v . . . w . . . rα that do not go through
P and ⊗. Amongst these, one an hoose at least one swithed proof-
struture with the path v . . . w . . . rα ⊗ rβx⊥. Hene, v is a literal of
ψ and v ❀ x⊥. Contradition.
s(Θ):
α β γ
⊗
❍ ✟
❇
❇❇
✂
✂✂
❇
❇❇
✂
✂✂
❈
❈❈
✂
✂
✂
✂
❇
❇
❇
❇
❅
❅
 
 
✬ ✩
vw
2 3
P
x⊥ x
φ ψ
1
s(Π):
α β γ
⊗
❈
❈
❈❈ ❇
❇
❇
❇❇
✂
✂✂
❇
❇❇
✂
✂✂
✂
✂
✂
✂
❇
❇
❇
❇
✏✏
✏✏
✄
✄
✄
✄
✬ ✩
vw
2 3
P
x⊥ x
φ ψ
1
∗ if there exists a yle π going through the node labelled P and
through β, then either this yle goes through x or not:
· if π goes through x then there exists v ∈ β, v 6= x⊥ and s(Π)
looks like the right gure. Hene one may hoose a swith for Θ
that denes a yle as in the left one.
s(Θ):
β γ
P
❇
❇❇
✂
✂✂
✂
✂
✂
✂
❇
❇
❇
❇
✏✏✏✏✏
✄
✄
✄
✄
✂ ✁
✓ ✏
✡ ✠
v
2 3
x⊥ x
ψ
1
s(Π):
β γ
⊗
❇
❇❇
✂
✂✂
✂
✂
✂
✂
❇
❇
❇
❇
✏✏
✏✏
✄
✄
✄
✄
✂ ✁
✓ ✏
✡ ✠
v
2 3
P
x⊥ x
ψ
1
· if π does not go through x then there exist v and w distint
from x⊥ in β and u 6= x in γ st the yle looks like the gure in
the right. We dene a path linking u to x⊥ in a swithed proof-
struture of Θ depending on the main onnetive of the formula
labelling the node joining v and x⊥. If this onnetive is ⊗ then
one may dene a swith joining u and x⊥ via v, hene u❀ x⊥.
If the onnetive is a P, one may dene a swith joining also u
and x⊥ as in the gure on the left.
s(Θ):
β γ
⊗
✟
❇
❇❇
✂
✂✂
✄
✄✄
✂
✂
✂
✂
❇
❇
❇
❇
❅
❅
✂ ✁✓ ✏
✡ ✠
u
v
w
★✥
2 3
P
x⊥ x
ψ
1
s(Π):
β γ
⊗
❇
❇❇
✂
✂✂
✂
✂
✂
✂
❇
❇
❇
❇
✏✏
✏✏
✄
✄
✄
✄
✂ ✁✓ ✏
✡ ✠
u
v
w
★✥
2 3
P
x⊥ x
ψ
1
∗ if there exists a yle π not going through the node labelled P, then
this is also a yle wrt a swithed proof-struture of Θ.
• suppose s(P) =PL. From a swith for Π inluding a yle that goes
through P, one may dene a swith for Θ inluding a yle that goes
through ⊗, hene ontradition with ayliity of Θ.
 Finally, let us suppose that φ ontains only one node labelled x⊥, the fol-
lowing redution is stable under orretness:
Θ:
γ
✂
✂
✂
✂
❇
❇
❇
❇
❅
 
 
2 3
P
x⊥ x
φ ψ
1
Π :
γ
✂
✂
✂
✂
❇
❇
❇
❇
 
 
1✍✌
✎☞
3
ψ
1 ⊓⊔
Theorem 11 (Inverse Stability). Let Θ be a proof-struture, if Θ → Θ′ and
Θ′ is DR-orret then Θ is DR-orret.
Proof. Let Θ and Θ′ be as in the theorem. Suppose there exists s() and s(Θ) is
not onneted. Let u and v be variables not onneted in s(Θ). We an suppose
that u ∈ φ and v ∈ ψ: in other ases, either onnexity remains as graph is
unhanged or the ases redue to the one we onsider. Dene s′() as s() without
the swith for the P (bottom of the gure for Θ). s′() is a swithing funtion for
Θ′. As Θ′ is DR-orret, u and v are onneted in s′(Θ′). Either the path from
v to u goes through point 2 or not. If it does not go through point 2, it goes
through point 1 and exits ψ by a variable w. Then w ∈ ψ and w ❀ x⊥ (prinipal
onnetives must be ⊗ otherwise the path in s′(Θ′) is not valid). Contradition.
It it goes through point 2: there is a path in s′(Θ′) from u to point 2, then in
s(Θ) there is a link from u to x⊥, there is a path in s′(Θ′) from v to 1 (point 3)
beause Θ′ is DR-orret, then in s(Θ) there is a link from v to x. Hene u and
v are onneted.
Suppose there exists s() and there is a yle in s(Θ). Let s′() be s() without
the swith for the P (bottom of the gure for Θ). Either the yle goes through
x or not. If it does not go through x, either the swith for P is a PL or a PR.
If it is a PL, then one has immediately a yle in s
′(Θ′). If it is a PR and does
not go through φ, one has still a yle in s′(Θ′). Otherwise one an modify s()
st one keeps the yle and there is a diret path from the root of φ to one of the
variables of φ in the yle. In this ase there is a yle hoosing PL that does not
go through x and we are done. Finally, if it goes through x, suppose rst that
it does not go through P, there must exist u 6= x⊥ exiting φ and v 6= x exiting
ψ in the yle. There is a path from u to v that does not go through φ and ψ,
and a path from u to point 2 that does not go through x. Hene it is possible
to dene a swithing funtion st there is a yle in Θ′. If it goes through PR
then there must exist a variable u in φ where the yle exits φ to go to point 1
without going through φ, hene the yle in Θ′ is obvious. If it goes through PL,
it goes from point 2 to point 1 and from point 1 to ψ entering at a variable, say
v without going through φ. We an dene a swithing funtion for Θ′ st there is
a yle. ⊓⊔
Theorem 12 ((small steps) Corretness riterion). LetM be a losed BM,
M is orret i M∗ →⋆ 1.
Proof.  Obviously the proof-struture 1 is DR-orret. Furthermore there is
no other DR-orret proof-strutures without variables modulo neutrality of
1 wrt ⊗.
 Suppose M∗ is DR-orret, has still variables and is not reduible. For eah
variable v, the pattern of the left hand side of the rule is satised (otherwise
it is easy to dene a swith that gives a yle), hene the ondition on ❀ is
not satised: there exists a variable v′ bloking v, i.e. v′ ❀ v⊥. Let v0 be a
variable. From the previous remark and the fat that the number of variables
is nite, one an dene a irular list of variables v0, . . . , vn st vi bloks vi+1
(i modulo n). One may then dene a yle on the proof-struture that does
not interset with ⊗ as minimal onnetives. Then we an dene a swithing
funtion st there is a yle in the swithed struture. Contradition.
 the rewriting rule is stable wrt DR-orretness and reduibility must our
until there is no variable then if M is orret then M∗ →⋆ 1.
 the rewriting rule is stable wrt the inverse rewriting rule, then if M∗ →⋆ 1
then M is orret. ⊓⊔
7.4 Open modules: properties of the ontration relation without
ompletion
Proposition 7 (stability). Let M be an open module st M →w M ′. The fol-
lowing properties are stable wrt ontration rules:
1. border set, i.e. b(M ′) = b(M),
2. ayliity,
3. onnexity,
4. onnetablility,
5. -orretion,
6. o-orretion.
Proof. By the trivial ases of 1., 2. and 3. we have the stability of -orretion.
Regarding stability of onnetability, remark that ifM is onnetable byM then
from 1. and 3. M ′ is onnetable by M˜ ◦M ′. By the way o-orretion is stable
wrt ontration rules. ⊓⊔
Proposition 8 (inverse stability). Let M be an open module st M →w M ′.
The properties of the proposition 7 are stable wrt inverse ontration rules.
The proof uses the same arguments.
